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WELCOME TO THE EIGHTEENTH EDITION OF



pulse magazine IN THIS ISSUE: CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF RZIM: RAVI ZACHARIAS In 1984, a donor agreed to fund the work of a young evangelist by the name of Ravi Zacharias. 30 years on and he is now one of the best-known Christian speakers in the world. On page 4, you can read more about his early life and how RZIM started.



RZIM: A GROWING MINISTRY RZIM is continuing to grow and you can read about some of the latest additions to the speaking team on page 11. The OCCA has also launched two new initiatives that are designed to provide practical training for alumni and doctoral students. On page 19, Martin Smith describes the vision behind them and how they work in practice.



POSTCARD FROM VIENNA It has been just over a year since Christian Hofreiter started an RZIM office in Vienna, for the German-speaking world. On page 18, he reports back about some of the highlights of his recent ministry, as well as his plans for the future.



IS CULTURE GOOD, BAD OR NEUTRAL? What do we mean by ‘culture’ and should Christians try to actively engage with it or avoid it at all costs? In his article on page 6, Tom Price encourages Christians not to fear culture, but to use aspects of it to communicate the gospel message more effectively.



APOLOGETICS BY ATHEISTS: THE 2014 WORLD HUMANIST CONVENTION You may or may not know that the 2014 World Humanist Congress was recently held in Oxford. On page 24, Simon Wenham examines what the event tells us about humanism and how Christians should respond to it.



BIG QUESTIONS: WHAT SHOULD WE SAY ABOUT ‘GENOCIDE’ IN THE BIBLE? One of the most common objections to the Bible is that it is full of accounts depicting war and violence. In his article on page 13, Christian Hofreiter offers advice on how Christians should handle the accusation that the Bible endorses ‘genocide’.
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OCCA ALUMNI If Christians are to make an impact in society, it is important that they are able to reach those from all walks of life. On page 22, you can read about the very different ministry of three OCCA alumni, one who works with politicians in Westminster, and the other two who work with addicts, ex-convicts and former prostitutes in Birmingham.



NEW BOOK ON SUFFERING Ravi Zacharias and Vince Vitale have written a new book entitled, Why Suffering? More information about it and forthcoming training events can be found on page 11.
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CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF RZIM: RAVI ZACHARIAS



RAVI ZACHARIAS AT THIS YEAR’S KESWICK CONVENTION



The inclusion of Ravi Zacharias amongst the speakers at this year’s Keswick Convention is another example of the growing appetite for apologetics in the UK.



Born in India in the 1940s, Ravi’s religious upbringing was an eclectic blend of both spirituality and superstition. Although his parents were nominally Christian, they did not have a personal faith in Christ and their routine involved attending AUTUMN 2014 | PULSE ISSUE 18



the temple during festive occasions, as well as consulting palmists from time-to-time. As he grew up, Ravi felt a growing sense of emptiness in his life, which culminated in an attempt to take his own life at the age of 17. He was fortunate to survive, and as he slowly recovered in hospital, he experienced a radical transformation that would dramatically alter the course of his life. After his mother was given a Bible, she read to him from John’s gospel and he was stunned by the words, ‘Because I live, you also will live’. After thinking over the verse he decided to commit his life to Christ. As soon as he did, he became gripped by a new-found hunger to discover the truth – a desire that



would sustain him throughout his life. He felt a burning need to learn more about God and, when he returned to full health, he began to immerse himself in studying the gospel. His family emigrated to Canada in 1966 and, after attending college and seminary, Ravi became an itinerant preacher and a seminary lecturer. Evangelism was Ravi’s driving passion, and, as he spoke in many different settings, he began to realise the desperate need for a ministry that was able to proclaim the gospel effectively in a cynical world. In particular, he desired to reach the ‘happy thinking sceptic’, by addressing people’s objections to Christianity, so that they might see the significance of the



PHOTOGRAPHS BY KESWICK MINISTRIES & NANCY GIFFORD



Yet perhaps few people realise – on this side of ‘the pond’ at least – that it was his ministry, now celebrating its 30th anniversary, that played a major role in raising the profile of apologetics around the world – not to mention helping thousands of people come to Christ. Yet his own journey was one of a remarkable transformation, from a turbulent childhood in Asia to becoming one of the world’s best-known evangelists.



OTHER RZIM ANNIVERSARIES



10 YEARS OF THE OCCA… Ten years ago, six pioneering students from three different countries came together to study on the inaugural year-programme of the newly formed Oxford Centre for Evangelism and Apologetics. The centre was the brainchild of Michael Ramsden, European Director of the Zacharias Trust,* and Alister McGrath, then Principal of Wycliffe Hall, who shared a vision to create a world-class academic establishment that could deliver a new type of training for those called to evangelism. The partnership forged between their institutions enabled them to create a course that was designed to be, above all, practical in its approach, by combining rigorous apologetics teaching with spiritual formation.



cross, clearly and unhindered. In 1984, this ministry became a reality when a donor, who shared the same vision, offered to provide the means to establish Ravi Zacharias International Ministries (RZIM). The organisation has grown massively since this initial leap of faith. It now has a team of over 40 evangelists, as well as offices all around the world. This could not have happened without the generosity of an international network of supporters – a community of believers united with the same desire to see the world transformed by the love of God. If you are interested in reading more about Ravi Zacharias and his ministry, see his autobiography, Walking from East to West: God in the Shadows (available from RZIM or all major bookstores).



From these small beginnings, the establishment (now the Oxford Centre for Christian Apologetics) has grown to become one of the flagship teaching institutions for the global ministry of RZIM. Indeed, Ravi Zacharias described it as perhaps the greatest legacy the ministry will leave, as its alumni are actively involved with many evangelistic initiatives around the world (see, for example, page 11 and 22).



* The Zacharias Trust was officially ‘born’ in Oxford in 1997, but the ministry owed its existence to a meeting two years earlier. Michael Ramsden had invited Ravi Zacharias to speak at a university gathering, which led to the former being invited to learn more about the vision of RZIM. In 1996, Ravi asked Michael whether he would consider setting up an RZIM office in Europe. It was hard to know how things might work out, but Ravi gave the wise advice that if the Lord was in it, then ministry opportunities would come. The invitations did follow and the organisation grew substantially over the years, in order to meet the burgeoning demand. It is now the headquarters for offices in Europe, the Middle East and Africa, as well as running the OCCA, in partnership with Wycliffe Hall.



…AND 10 YEARS OF WELLSPRING INTERNATIONAL PRACTICAL APOLOGETICS



‘Love is the most powerful apologetic. It is the essential component in reaching the whole person in a fragmented world. The need is vast, but it is also imperative that we be willing to follow the example of Jesus and meet the need.’



(RAVI ZACHARIAS)



Wellspring International was also established in 2004, as a practical expression of what RZIM preaches and defends. The vision behind this humanitarian arm of the ministry was to identify and fund those in need by supporting organisations that are already helping those at risk in their communities (specifically women and children). Wellspring is involved with projects ranging from caring for orphaned children in Kenya and supporting a programme for refugees in Jordan, to providing a home for the destitute in Southern India and individual scholarships for those who need support for education, healthcare and basic living needs. One hundred percent of donations given to RZIM and designated for Wellspring is distributed to projects that have been carefully researched and vetted. For further details see www. wellspringinternational.org
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IS CULTURE GOOD, BAD OR NEUTRAL? BY TOM PR ICE



Culture is best understood broadly to be what we do as human beings or, the ways in which people within communities view, and respond to, themselves and their world. AUTUMN 2014 | PULSE ISSUE 18



Let’s start by asking a question: ‘is culture itself a good, bad or neutral thing?’ You might be interested to know that I’ve asked hundreds of people, from all over the world, this exact question. The answers that they give are revealing. The highest proportion of people (around 70%) would say culture is neutral – ‘it’s what you do with it that matters’. Others view culture with more suspicion, and want to say that it is bad (around 1020%). If you add these two together, 80-90% of people I have asked view culture as either neutral or suspicious. This is a tragedy, because the answer is actually that culture is good. These answers reveal a deep and serious confusion in us. And while we can see historical and theological reasons for this situation, we are all still missing out. What are we missing out on? We are missing out on the full potential of the Christian worldview to re-energise the church and re-engage millions of people at multiple levels of their lives – at work and at home. There is a magnificent opportunity



the beginning, to learn what God’s original purpose was in creating the human race. We see the entrance of sin, humans going off course and losing their way. And that would be the end of it, were it not for God stepping in, through Jesus Christ. There is an old word that is really a beautiful word: ‘redemption’. It means not just being saved from something (like sin), but also to restore the value that has been lost. The gospel, as redemption of life, isn’t simply about being saved from sin, it is also about being saved to something – to resume the task for which we were originally created. In other words, when we accept Christ’s salvation, that isn’t the end of it. God has more for us: we are put back on the right path, and are restored to our original purpose.1 What was the original purpose for human beings? God gives us what we might call the first ‘job description’ in Genesis 1:28: ‘Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and subdue it.’ The first phrase, ‘be fruitful and multiply’, means to develop the



trashed by the fall. Then we might ask, ‘If this is what we were meant to be doing, then why do we need Jesus to save us?’ Jesus reconnects us to God morally, so that we can live out our original purpose with new power – his power within us. Jesus deals with our moral bankruptcy on the cross, making amends for us, but not so that we would continue driving in the slow lane. He wants us to really thrive.



ENGAGING WITH CULTURE When some Christians are caught between the cliffs of changing social ethics and big worldviews (like Islam, New Atheism or Humanism), they find it invigorating, and are able to open up the conversations meaningfully. Yet many can become silent, or reserved. Work, home or school life can be so orientated around other ideas, concerns and goals that matters of faith become more privatised (personal/individual). Truths become relative and inward looking. Christian culture is a good thing, but it can enable followers to live in



IF YOU LOOK CAREFULLY AT CONTEMPORARY CULTURE, YOU WILL UNCOVER THE QUESTIONS THAT PEOPLE ARE ASKING. here for the church. One example of how we might recover a higher view of the value of culture is to re-think our views about work. Some people at work (or at home) feel a sense of being in a ‘second class’ calling, of doing something less meaningful and valuable (or less spiritual) than their friends who are engaged in church or charity work. Is this correct? Are there two types of work, one spiritual and one less so? What is the value of the city, of business and work outside the church? What about the arts, music and media, scientific research, farming, governments, information technology, retail, manufacturing, the military, raising families?



If we look at the creation account in Genesis, we are taken back to



social world: have families, build churches and schools, create cities, governments and laws. While the second phrase, ‘subdue the earth’ means to investigate and harness the natural world: plant crops, build bridges, design computers, compose music, and to steward the natural world – science, engineering, research, medicine, ecology, etc. As Nancy Pearcey puts it, ‘This is called the Cultural Mandate, because it tells us that our original purpose was to create cultures, build civilisations – nothing less.’2 So whatever you do in the office or at home can’t be a second class calling. It is the high calling for which we were originally created. This was God’s purpose when he originally created human beings, and it remains his purpose for us today. God’s original plan was not



Christian ‘ghettos’ (nice comfortable castles with drawbridges). Christian culture should be a greenhouse to grow disciples, to pray, plan and strategize, but instead it can end up socially, academically and culturally disconnected from wider society. Christians have struggled to engage with culture positively when they are unnecessarily disconnected from it. This often happens when faith is discussed in a film, TV series, or news story. Questions about religion, which are normally kept buried, are suddenly visible. Regrettably, this is often the moment when some negative soapboxing seems to start – never look at Facebook after a film inspired by the Bible has been released! There is often too much condemnation, like when Christians say ‘Harry Potter AUTUMN 2014 | PULSE ISSUE 18
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is dangerous!’, which makes them sound fearful and judgemental, or when they demand censorship, because something is deemed blasphemous, which makes them appear anti-art and anti-freedom. If only we could reconnect, and see how God loves culture itself. I’m convinced that, if we did, then we would have much better public and personal conversations. Technology has changed, and will continue to change the way that we relate with each other. Facebook, Twitter and television are very significant communities for a large number of people. 48% of 18 to 34 year olds check Facebook right when they wake up, while a staggering 57% of people talk to people more online, than they do in real life.3 Psychologists have even had to recognise a new phenomenon: Technology Addiction. Entertainment is constant, and yet we are like people who are thirsty in the rain. Overstimulation has deadened our reactions and reflexes. The psychologist Richard Winter says



When stimulation comes at us from every side, we reach a point where we cannot respond with much depth to anything. Bombarded with so much that is exciting and demands our attention, we tend to become unable to discriminate and choose from among the many options. The result is that we shut down our attention to everything...When we are surrounded with so much information, we find it hard to sort out what is relevant and important and to find meaning in anything.4 Culture shapes the way we handle ideas and beliefs. The hyper-connected contemporary ‘mediascape’ shapes the actual process of our thinking. We are information rich and attention poor. Sensate, visual and highly specialised. We are generally less reflective and more cynical. However, we are not always aware of the interconnections between fields of knowledge, nor
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how to use critical/logical tools to analyse and evaluate ideas. We are also weak on classical and worldview/ metaphysical thinking. Ravi Zacharias wonders how to connect this asking, ‘How do you reach a generation that listens with its eyes and thinks with its feelings?’ The answer, which Ravi Zacharias also demonstrates, and proves through the popularity of his own lectures and writing, is not to abandon a reasonable approach to people (apologetics). We must listen carefully to people and help them to learn to think about all of this again. We may need to help them to discover what their questions are – which they might have forgotten or buried – and show them how the biblical answers are the only ones that really meet them. Isn’t that quite ‘left brain’ and abstract? What about feelings, or relational and experiential faith? Apologetics must never be separated from the work of the Holy Spirit, who enables people to see, and experience a living friendship with Jesus Christ. And relational, gentle apologetics can and should engage with feelings. Yet, we must heed Francis Schaeffer who reminds us that, ‘before a man is ready to become a Christian, he must have a proper understanding of truth…knowledge precedes faith…the invitation to act comes only after an adequate base of knowledge has been given.’5



CONNECTING WITH CULTURE Schaeffer was sent to Europe in 1947, on behalf of the North American Missionary Board, to assess the ‘situation in the churches’ of thirteen European countries and to write a detailed report. Everywhere he went he made a point of visiting art galleries and when he returned he spoke frequently using a slideshow. Schaeffer, encouraged by his friend Hans Rookmaaker, felt that art could be a window into the general philosophy of society. He was dead right. The questions of a culture are offered in its art. Culture provides us with some incredible open windows, and common ground to talk about



the big questions of life. However, we must remember there are things in culture which will destroy us. Let me say that clearly. Culture can mess you up. Some things that are presented as being innocent or harmless are actually a real and serious threat. How should we react? What is our strategy? One approach to all of this was the route that the Pharisees took: ‘Avoid the world! Circle the wagons. Keep yourselves clean and don’t let yourself become tainted or dirtied.’ Another approach, on the opposite end of the spectrum, is where we just consume everything, like a form of cultural gluttony: watching anything on TV or the Internet, with boundaries that are indistinguishable from our peers. We tell the same jokes, we react in the same way to stories on the news. In the early church, Demas was described by Paul (2 Timothy 4:10) as becoming too worldly to be of much use to the church any more. He had become culturally compromised. Is it a choice between avoidance or assimilation then? It can get to a point where avoidance is the only real choice, but we are not at that point by a long way. The apostle Paul gives us a third strategy. He recognises the danger of culture, but he is entirely comfortable with affirming the truths and realities of culture. In Acts 17, as he preaches the gospel of Christ crucified, he also speaks positively about two Greek thinkers: Epimenides and Aratus, even quoting them, as he proclaims the gospel through the common starting point of the ‘altar to the unknown God’. Paul is bridge-building here. Notice also that Paul strikes an intelligent balance between maintaining holiness and not becoming compromised, while at the same time affirming the truth and the honest realities in the culture of the world outside the church. He’s been living amongst them, and he’s also been ‘carefully observing’ and studying their thinking, customs and traditions. So although the phrase ‘live in the world, but not of the world’ is actually never found in scripture, we see it in Paul’s approach. And we also read it in 1 Peter 2:11-12:



9



CULTURE CAN ACT LIKE A MIRROR, SHOWING US WHAT OUR CONCERNS ARE. Dear friends, I urge you, as foreigners and exiles, to abstain from sinful desires, which wage war against your soul. Live such good lives among the pagans that, though they accuse you of doing wrong, they may see your good deeds and glorify God on the day he visits us. Culture is valuable and meaningful. Like us, it is a magnificent masterpiece with a deep intrinsic and inalienable value, but one that has been defaced. If we simply treat it as something useful for evangelism, then we have reduced it to less than God’s vision for it. If we don’t value it, then we will weaken ourselves. Culture is wonderful, because it was God’s idea, and we express the image of God in us through it. But we also express our darkness and brokenness through it, so culture – at least some parts of it – is also terrible. Christ comes to deal with that brokenness and darkness, and, through the cross, he opens a way for us to come back to God. We



must keep these two sides of the coin in focus, but not lose clarity on the value of the coin itself.



READING CULTURE Finally, I want to suggest that if you look carefully at contemporary culture, you will uncover the questions that people are asking. Culture can act like a mirror, showing us what our concerns are. So what are today’s questions? What do contemporary movies tell us about the questions that people relate to, and are sometimes asking? Perhaps the novels of the early 21st Century are no longer books, but are ‘super series’ like 24, Game of Thrones, Breaking Bad, House, etc. These reassure us that life is confusing; that right and wrong seem grey sometimes, and that other people are broken. I’ve watched hundreds of films, and it’s amazing to see the common questions that emerge. I think that these are five of the biggest contemporary questions that popular cinema is discussing, investigating and exploring:



1. Can we know the truth? Can we get to the facts? Can we overcome human attempts to obscure or hide it? Detective fiction continues to be massively popular at the moment. Why is this? What makes the genre so interesting and appealing? PD James says, ‘What the detective story is about is not murder, but the restoration of order.’ What does our interest in detective fiction say about us? (see Sherlock, Luther, House, Morse, CSI, Lie to Me, Memento and Vantage Point)



2. What should we do? In a world of complicated ethical choices, what is the right thing to do? Jack Bauer and Gregory House MD often face similar utilitarian choices. How should we make decisions about right and wrong? What principles should we use? Technology and transhumanism (overcoming biological limits using technology) have also caught the imagination of science
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WHAT DO CONTEMPORARY MOVIES TELL US ABOUT THE QUESTIONS THAT PEOPLE RELATE TO, AND ARE SOMETIMES ASKING? fiction movie makers, and the ethical dilemmas are played out powerfully on our screens. Moral confusion is the mainstay for modern storytelling. (see 24, House, Dexter, Taken, Juno, The Insider, The Island, Atonement and My Sisters Keeper)



3. How can you find, experience or keep real and long-lasting love? The search for ‘true love’, ever the concern of the Romantic Comedy, features in most movies. Disney has long peddled the fairy tale of true love, but is now becoming more selfcritical (see Enchanted and Tangled). Many films that deal with the topic communicate that love is primarily a feeling, which can inadvertently come and go. (see Love Actually, Pride and Prejudice, Sex and the City, Closer and Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind)



4. What is wrong with us? Why are we unkind and vicious to each other sometimes? What is human nature? (see Before the Devil Knows That You Are Dead, There Will be Blood and Rise of the Planet of the Apes)



5. What is worth living for? What can we hope for? What is coming next? What will the future be like? Finding purpose and hope. AUTUMN 2014 | PULSE ISSUE 18



(see The Grey, Collateral, Garden State, Into the Wild, Batman (Dark Knight and Dark Knight Rises) and Gravity)



HOW MIGHT WE BEGIN TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS? The struggle we face is trying to get to the facts, or to know reality, which is paralleled by mankind’s response to the gospel. God has revealed himself, but mankind has used ingenuity and cunning to try to forget, to supress or to remove that knowledge. 2,000 years ago a humble man claimed to be God incarnate, as well as ‘the way, the truth and the life’, and we’ve been trying – unsuccessfully – to silence him ever since. Killing him only made his voice louder. Censoring him only drew more attention to him. The principles and values that he communicated provide a moral framework for even the most complex contemporary bioethical decisions. Do we really struggle to know the right thing to do? The experienced reality of a living, loving relationship with God, provides not only a recovery of our own selves, but a motif for other relationships to be deep and satisfying and longlasting. He alone offers to transform who we are, helping us to thrive in culture and give us a concrete hope for the future.



Tom Price OCCA TUTOR
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R. Macaulay, The Great Commissions (L’Abri papers).
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N. Pearcey, Total Truth, p. 47.
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See www.techaddiction.ca/facebook-addiction-statistics.html.
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R. Winter, Still Bored in a Culture of Entertainment: Rediscovering Passion and Wonder, p. 36.



5



F. Schaeffer, Trilogy: The God Who Is There, p. 153.



WHY NOT START A FILM CLUB? Damaris Film Clubs bring together friends, families, clubs and communities to share, explore, reflect and discuss movies, their themes and the ideas they raise. Damaris Film Clubs get priority access to the free official resources provided by Damaris, containing special video features incorporating clips from the film, as well as posters, invitations, themed recipes, quizzes, discussion questions and background information – in addition to opportunities to see advance previews and even win tickets to red carpet premieres! For more information, see www.damaris.org.uk/ media/filmclubs



NEWS & EVENTS RZIM: A GROWING TEAM We are pleased to announce that a number of evangelists have been added to the team, in addition to the new OCCA Fellows working in America and the UK (see page 18). RZIM Associate, Dr Kosta Milkov (left), who runs the Balkan Institute for Faith and Culture in Skopje, Macedonia, has joined the ministry, and Wassim Abdelmasseh and Kais Shammas have also joined the global team, as OCCA Middle East Fellows. Please pray for all of them and for the specific challenges they face in their regions.



Reasons for God Do come along to our next event, which is being held in London on 24 January. See the back cover of Pulse for further information.



NEW RZIM ONLINE SHOP We are also pleased to announce that more of our apologetics resources are now available in the UK, thanks to a partnership between 10ofthose and RZIM. The former will take charge of distribution, which will involve a much more comprehensive online store and a more efficient consignment process. As before, the resources can be accessed from the shop section of our existing website (www.rzim.eu). 10ofthose is a Lancashire-based company that has a vision to support Christian mission through the provision of quality Christian resources. You can find out more about them at www.10ofthose.com.



EXTERNAL EVENTS Our team members also speak widely at events organised by others. If you would like to invite one of our team members to speak at an event, then please contact [email protected].



Why Suffering?: Finding Meaning and Comfort When Life Doesn’t Make Sense Why would a loving and powerful God allow so much pain and suffering? In Why Suffering? Ravi Zacharias and Vince Vitale carefully walk you through a variety of responses that, considered together, provide a clear, comprehensive, and convincing answer. The book has a great respect for the complexity of the issue, recognising that some who read it will be in the trenches of deep suffering themselves, and others will be questioning the very existence of a loving God. Why Suffering? provides an answer to the problem of pain and suffering with emotional sensitivity and intellectual integrity.
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THE DIARY EUROPEAN TEAM SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS



NOVEMBER



DECEMBER



JANUARY



1 6-9 8 7 10 10-12 11 11 11-14 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 17 18 19 20 20 21 21 21-25 23 23-26 24-26 25 28 28 30



CHRISTIANS IN SCIENCE CONFERENCE, OXFORD (ALISTER MCGRATH)



2 3 5-7 5-8 6 13 14 14 21



CANTERBURY CU CAROL SERVICE (TOM PRICE AND TANYA WALKER)



13 16 24 26-28 28 30



EVANGELISTS’ CONFERENCE, DAVENTRY (MICHAEL RAMSDEN)



FEUER CONFERENCE, PRAGUE (JOHN LENNOX, OS GUINNESS AND CHRISTIAN HOFREITER) LONDON DIOCESE WILLESDON AREA (SIMON EDWARDS) OICCU LUNCHBAR, OXFORD (AMY ORR-EWING) TRINITY CHELTENHAM SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY (SIMON EDWARDS) ROMANIA EVENTS (VLAD CRIZNIC AND MICHAEL RAMSDEN) BATH CU LUNCHTIME TALK (SHARON DIRCKX) EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE, PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC (OS GUINNESS) UNIVERSITY MISSION, BARCELONA, SPAIN (ANDY WICKHAM) FEUER LECTURE, SLOVAKIA (JOHN LENNOX) BOOK LAUNCH, OXFORD (RAVI ZACHARIAS AND VINCE VITALE) FEUER LECTURE, KRAKOW, POLAND (JOHN LENNOX) UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA, AUSTRIA (CHRISTIAN HOFREITER) RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE (OS GUINNESS) JOHN STOTT LECTURE, ALL SOULS CHURCH, LONDON (ALISTER MCGRATH) FEUER LECTURE, WARSAW, POLAND (JOHN LENNOX) SEER GREEN LADIES EVENING, BEACONSFIELD (MICHELLE TEPPER) IFES RETREAT, CORDOBA, SPAIN (ANDY WICKHAM) REASONS FOR FAITH, BASINGSTOKE (SHARON DIRCKX) HTB SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY, LONDON (TOM PRICE) UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA, AUSTRIA (CHRISTIAN HOFREITER) CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY CU (AMY ORR-EWING) KIRBY LAING INSTITUTE, CAMBRIDGE (OS GUINNESS) UKRAINE EVENTS (RAVI ZACHARIAS AND MICHAEL RAMSDEN) HOPE CHAPEL, BRISTOL (SIMON EDWARDS) ROMANIA EVENTS (OS GUINNESS AND VLAD CRIZNIC) PROCLAMA STUDENT WEEKEND, MADRID, SPAIN (ANDY WICKHAM) SEER GREEN MEN’S EVENT (SIMON EDWARDS) L’ABRI, GREATHAM (TOM PRICE) HEFFER’S BOOKSHOP, CAMBRIDGE (ALISTER MCGRATH) WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL (AMY ORR-EWING)



UNIVERSITY OF BAYREUTH, GERMANY (CHRISTIAN HOFREITER) SUSSEX UNIVERSITY CU HOUSE PARTY (VINCE VITALE AND MICHELLE TEPPER) FORUM GBU, VALENCIA, SPAIN (ANDY WICKHAM) C. S. LEWIS INSTITUTE EVENT (MICHELLE TEPPER) CHRISTMAS EVENT, ZURICH, SWITZERLAND (CHRISTIAN HOFREITER) IGLESIA ANGLICANA DE VALENCIA, VALENCIA, SPAIN (ANDY WICKHAM) CHRISTMAS EVENT, VIENNA, AUSTRIA (CHRISTIAN HOFREITER) CHRISTCHURCH CAROL SERVICE, ABINGDON (AMY ORR-EWING)



APOLOGETICS TRAINING, VIENNA, AUSTRIA (CHRISTIAN HOFREITER) REASONS FOR GOD, RZIM EVENT, LONDON (TEAM) UNIVERSITY MISSION, EDINBURGH (ANDY WICKHAM) SWANSEA UNIVERSITY THEOLOGY PUBLIC LECTURE SERIES (AMY ORR-EWING) OICCU LUNCHTIME TALK, OXFORD (MICHAEL RAMSDEN)



THIS LIST DOES NOT INCLUDE ALL OF THE EVENTS THAT OUR SPEAKERS ARE INVOLVED WITH, AND SOME MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. IF YOU WANT FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT ANY OF THE ABOVE PLEASE CONTACT OUR OXFORD OFFICE.



BIG QUESTIONS: WHAT SHOULD WE SAY ABOUT



BY DR CHR ISTIA N HOFR EITER



The Challenge: ‘The God you claim is a God of love ordered the Israelites to exterminate entire towns and populations. How is that genocide different from jihadists who kill infidels because “their God told them so”? How is that love?’
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There was pin-drop silence in the lecture hall as all eyes turned to me and waited for my answer. I’ve spent four years writing a doctorate about what Christian theologians and philosophers have said about these questions over the course of the past two thousand years – and still I don’t have a simple answer. What I can offer you are some pointers as to how we can think more clearly about the problem, which proposed ‘solutions’ are really dead ends, and which approaches are more promising.



GENOCIDE IN THE BIBLE Some Christians balk at the use of the term ‘genocide’ to describe the biblical accounts, but, at least at first



four premises above must be wrong. As the following section will show, the historical and contemporary responses to the challenge of these texts can be grouped together, according to which of the four premises they call into question.



1. PERHAPS GOD ISN’T ENTIRELY GOOD? Sometimes one hears Christians talking about ‘the God of the Old Testament’ being quite different from the ‘God of the New Testament.’ The first person to suggest this approach as a solution to violence in the Old Testament was the second century teacher Marcion. According to him, the creator god of the Jewish Bible



and it’s helpful for us believers to remember this when discussing the question. Very early on, some who sought to follow Jesus, such as the second century Gnostic teacher Ptolemy, taught that the Old Testament is a ‘mixed bag’, i.e. it contains truly inspired sections, but also elements that must be rejected as false. While few evangelicals today would openly advocate this position, in practice this view often seems to govern the way we treat the Old Testament. However, this approach is deeply problematic, too. It is radically different from the way Jesus and his



THESE TEXTS ARE CHALLENGING FOR ALL PEOPLE... BECAUSE THEY CREATE A TENSION BETWEEN CERTAIN CONVICTIONS WE HOLD DEAR. glance, the UN definition of the word seems to fit what God commanded in Deuteronomy (7:1; 20:16), and what is described in various places in the book of Joshua. Take, for instance, what happened when Jericho was conquered: ‘every man charged straight in, and they took the city. They devoted the city to the LORD and destroyed with the sword every living thing in it – men and women, young and old, cattle, sheep and donkeys.’ (Jos 6:20). These texts are challenging for all people. As Christians, we tend to find them particularly difficult because they create a tension between certain convictions we hold dear. To clarify this tension, I have found it helpful to think about it in terms of four statements (premises) which cannot all be true at the same time.1 1. God is good. 2. The Bible is true. 3. Genocide is evil. 4. According to the Bible, God commanded genocide.



On the assumption that a good being would never command something that is truly evil, at least one of the
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was cruel and so radically different from the loving Father of Jesus Christ, he was in fact an entirely separate deity. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the early Church was not convinced by Marcion’s proposed two gods ‘solution’ and declared him a heretic. In fact, the conviction that there is only one God and that he is good is so foundational to both the Jewish and the Christian faith that to deny it would be to invent an entirely different religion. We should, therefore, avoid distinguishing between the God of the Old Testament and that of the New, which doesn’t really solve the problem anyway.



2. PERHAPS THE BIBLE ISN’T COMPLETELY TRUE? For most of our contemporaries it seems blindingly obvious that if you need to choose between the conviction that genocide is evil and the belief that an ancient holy book dating back several millennia is true in all respects, you should give up the belief that the old book is true. This seems an absolute ‘no-brainer’,



1 I learnt this from Christian philosopher Randal Rauser



apostles treated the Jewish Bible, it is at variance with what the Bible says about itself, and it is fundamentally at odds with the way Christians throughout the centuries have regarded the Old Testament. Contrary to what some may suggest, the belief in the full truth of the entire Bible is not an invention by ‘fundamentalists’, but is shared by historic Protestant, Catholic and Orthodox churches.



3. PERHAPS GENOCIDE ISN’T ALWAYS EVIL? Over the centuries, a fair number of Christians have concluded that there must be (extremely rare) circumstances in which the killing of an entire population is not evil. They reached this conclusion by accepting the goodness of God, the truth of Scripture and the observation that, according to the Bible, God commanded and commended instances of what we today might call genocide. Based on these premises, the conclusion follows logically, even if Christians have no idea, or only a very incomplete idea, of the reasons for



as a Saviour for all people, including the Canaanites. Fifth, it is said, exceedingly brutal war customs were widespread in the Ancient Near East, and God condescended to using them for his higher purposes without thereby sanctioning them in general. Sixth, it is pointed out that, unlike modern-day religious terrorists, the Israelites of that generation had incomparably strong reasons to think that it was in fact God who had commanded them to carry out his judgment, as they witnessed his miracles and saw him at Sinai, etc. Seventh, it is added, God as the ultimate giver of life has the unique right also to take it, whether directly or indirectly. He has the right to judge.



THE ‘KILLING TREE’ IN CAMBODIA (commemorating those killed in the genocide by the Khmer Rouge in the 1970s)



which a good God might command such horrifying actions. However, most Christians who took that view have not left it at that general deduction, but have attempted to give specific reasons why the biblical commands of total destruction might not be evil after all.



Second, it is added, Canaanite society was unimaginably depraved, marred by practices such as bestiality and the sacrificing of little children as burnt offerings (e.g. Lev 18, Deut 12:31). In addition, God’s judgment did not come as a sudden outbreak of anger, but after hundreds of years of patient forbearance (Gen 15:16).



Mitigating circumstances First, it is often pointed out that God was not applying a double standard, by giving Israel carte blanche to blot out its enemies, while letting it (literally) get away with murder. On the contrary, Israel is not given the land of Canaan because of any alleged moral superiority to the Canaanites (e.g. Deut 9:4-6) and its possession of the land is provisional and contingent on living according to God’s commandments (e.g. Deut 28:62). In addition, non-Israelite peoples at times bring judgment on Israel and others (e.g. Deut 2:19-23, 28:49), and God providentially assigns places in which all nations live, not just Israel (e.g. Acts 17:26). So the Bible isn’t ethnocentric.



Third, it has been pointed out that in the case of infants, who are free from personal responsibility and moral guilt and are nevertheless drawn into the judgment on their parents’ culture, God, in his almighty goodness, has the power, as well as the merciful disposition, to more than make it up to them in eternity. Earthly punishment does not necessarily entail eternal damnation. Fourth, it is added, establishing Israel in the land and drastically demonstrating the death-bearing nature of idolatrous worship and practice served an immeasurably high end: to prepare the incarnation of the eternal Son of God, who would come



Finally, while the commandments in Deuteronomy do not spell out the possibility of conversion, the salvation of Rahab and her family (Jos 2, 6) show that it was in fact a live option. In fact, the Canaanite prostitute became an ancestor of Jesus himself (Mt 1: 5)!



Weaknesses This view appears to be logically coherent and is well-attested among some of Christianity’s foremost thinkers (e.g. Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin). However, it is not without serious problems. For one, it does make it rather difficult to differentiate the practice of the Israelites under Joshua from the ISIS militants in our day, who offer their opponents the choice: convert or die. The argument that God had truly spoken to the Israelites of old, but that ISIS are deluded, will strike many contemporaries as special pleading. In fact, the entire line of argument is absolutely unpalatable to our neighbours who do not already share the conviction that there is a God, that he is good and that the Bible is his infallible revelation. Take for instance Richard Dawkins, who, in an article for The Guardian newspaper, calls an eminent contemporary
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Christian philosopher a ‘deplorable apologist for genocide’, because of what the latter had written concerning the destruction of the Canaanites. While the article overall is a mean-spirited hatchet job, Dawkins’ point has an undeniable rhetorical force. Why? Because the moral intuition that genocide is evil, that it is wrong, always and everywhere, to ‘bludgeon babies to death’, as philosopher Randal Rauser put it, is extremely strong. I share this intuition. So do most of the people I know. Now, we might ask, where does this intuition come from? Humans have not always felt that way. And in the heat of battle, terrible atrocities almost always take place, even today. Historically, the most important reason why we in the West feel so strongly about the killing of innocents is in fact the success of the teachings of Jesus Christ, the civilizing influence of Christianity on the war-loving tribes of Europe. This should give us pause to think. While Dawkins’ atheism is sawing off the moral branch from which he pontificates, we Christians face another dilemma: if our intuitions about genocide are primarily shaped not by the zeitgeist, but by the teachings and practice of Jesus Christ, how do we deal with this conflict between Christian moral intuitions and biblical texts?
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4. PERHAPS WE HAVE MISUNDERSTOOD THE BIBLE? From the times of the early Church, Christians have considered the possibility that we might have misunderstood the texts, i.e. that genocide is not at all what they are about. A third century sermon series on Joshua illustrates this well, in which the preacher explains that we Christians ‘do not reject the Law of Moses, but we accept it if Jesus reads it to us, so that when he reads we may grasp his mind and understanding.’ In his view ‘the Canaanites to be destroyed are the diabolical races of powerful adversaries against whom we battle, they are within us. Not leaving anything that draws breath behind means that not even an impulse of wrath retains a place within you.’ And so he reaches the remarkable conclusion that ‘Christ teaches us peace from these readings of wars.’ To our modern ears, this interpretation sounds far-fetched. However, upon closer inspection the interpretation turns out not at all to be unfettered allegory, but to be decisively shaped by the teachings of Jesus and the rest of the New Testament. Whatever we may make of spiritual readings today, it is a remarkable historical fact that by the Middle Ages interpreting the annihilation of the Canaanites nonviolently in terms of the eradication of the vices from a believer’s heart



had become the standard view, championed by the likes of Gregory the Great, John Cassian and Isidor of Seville. Now, we might agree that for us they speak of the spiritual battle against sin, of the need to strive to grow in love, humility, purity, mercy, kindness, generosity. But what about history? What happened to the Canaanites back then? What should we say about that?



A more nuanced historical picture On this, the ancient spiritual interpreters did not have much to say. But more recently, believing Old Testament scholars have put forward reasons for rethinking our assessment of what these texts mean in terms of history. One, the genre of Joshua appears to be that of an Ancient Near Eastern conquest narrative, which was following literary conventions that were well-understood at the time. Among them were hyperbolic expressions, such as that of ‘completely destroying’ a population and ‘not leaving any survivors,’ which people at the time would have known not to take literally, in much the same way as we interpret similar language when used in sports reporting today. Two, within the Old Testament itself the inhabitants of certain towns are said to be completely annihilated in one place, only to appear again later



on (e.g. Jos 10:36-37, 15:13-14, Jdg 1:10). Three, some cities like Jericho might not have been what we are prone to think of when we read the English term ‘city’, but might have been rather more like small military forts, which would have had few if any noncombatants in them (except, perhaps, a prostitute and her family). Four, within Deuteronomy 7, the idea of ‘total destruction’ can be understood as a metaphor for religious fidelity that does not involve the taking of human lives, but only the destruction of religious objects and the avoidance of intermarriage with pagans. All of these points are compatible with understanding Joshua in terms of belonging to the genre of historical writing, i.e. as being primarily concerned with narrating past events, as well as interpreting their significance. They simply show that what seemed straight-forward and easy to understand is perhaps somewhat more complicated than we first suspected.



True Parables A more radical suggestion has recently been put forward by Old Testament scholar Douglas Earl, namely that we are mistaken to think that the book of Joshua was intended to teach the people of God about past events, even at the time when it was written and included in the biblical canon. If one followed this approach, one could at the same time affirm the truth of Scripture, while also remaining agnostic as to what happened to the Canaanites historically speaking (because, on that view, the biblical text never intended to give us information about that). Joshua would then be true in a similar sense in which the parables of Jesus are true. Of course, this approach opens up an entirely new set of questions about the reliability and interpretation of the Bible. We might feel that by solving one problem, it creates worse problems of its own. We may think that if Joshua looks like history and



talks like history, we should probably conclude that it is history. (Though others might retort that what looks like history to us, might not have looked like history to the ancients, and that their very understanding of ‘history’ was significantly different from ours.) There certainly also is the serious worry concerning who decides what in the Old Testament should be understood as history, and what should not. And on what basis this distinction is to be made. So clearly, this is not a ‘silver bullet’ that will easily solve the challenge of these texts for all time. However, if it could be shown that at the time of writing and inclusion in the biblical canon these texts were indeed intended to function more like a parable than like an historical account, this would suggest that the intuition of many early church fathers to read these texts in a spiritual, symbolic way was perhaps closer to the original intention of the author than more literal interpretations.



A BIGGER THEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK A more complete Christian approach to this question would need to include the well-established theological concepts of ‘progressive revelation’ (i.e. that God increasingly clarifies his self-revelation over time) and of what John Calvin called ‘accommodation’ (i.e. the view that in order to be able to communicate with us, God stoops down to our level – both intellectually and morally), as well as about the relationship between revelation and history. While I haven’t space here even to sketch out the main contours of such an approach, I hope that you will find some of the thoughts above to be helpful, as you think about this difficult question. In summation, let me say clearly that Christians should firmly reject the first two approaches I discussed, i.e. any ‘solution’ that calls into question the goodness of God or the truth of the Bible. The third approach certainly has a considerable logical force, as well as a remarkable Christian pedigree, but, as I suggested, it is also deeply



problematic. The fourth approach, too, has a number of aspects commending it, but also leaves really big questions. Perhaps the most important thing we should say, as Christians, about these texts is that they must never, ever be used to justify genocidal violence (as they tragically have been in the past). In my view, we should also read them as graphic warnings against the terrible consequences of a life lived apart from the all-sustaining love of God. And as all Scripture, they should inspire us to love God with all our heart, mind, soul and strength – and to love our neighbour as ourselves, be she Canaanite, Samaritan or Christian. What did I tell that student in the lecture hall? I explained to him, in so many words, that I see so many excellent reasons to believe in a good God and a true Bible, that even if I don’t have a simple, neat solution to the difficult and important question he posed, it does not undermine my trust in God and his revelation. I then sketched out the beginnings of a longer, more complicated answer, much like I did in the article you just finished reading.



Dr Christian Hofreiter DIRECTOR, RZIM GERMANY, AUSTRIA AND SWITZERLAND RESEARCH FELLOW OF THE OCCA



FURTHER READING For a number of more conservative ways of approaching the issue, see Paul Copan, Is God a Moral Monster? (Baker, 2011). For a more radical approach, see Douglas Earl, The Joshua Delusion (Cascade, 2010), which includes a critique by a more conservative Old Testament scholar and a reply. For contributions of leading philosophers of religion, see (the very expensive) Divine Evil (OUP, 2010), edited by Bergman et al. For more on interpretations in the early church, see my chapter in Interpreting Deuteronomy (IVP, 2012), edited by Firth and Johnston. Oxford University Press has kindly offered to publish my dissertation on this topic, but there is no date for publication yet.
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POSTCARD D FROM VIENNA BY CHR ISTIA N HOFR EITER ‘Please pray for me, that I will become a Christian at the end of my search’, asked a student after my lecture on whether Jesus’ claim to be ‘the way, the truth and the life’ makes Christianity inescapably intolerant. She had been brought to the event at the prestigious University of Tübingen (Germany) by a friend, having grown up without any Christian background. Knowing that spontaneous conversions are rare in a region where many people have never met anyone with a personal faith in Christ, I was deeply moved and encouraged to hear her honest prayer request, and to see around 400 people attending the event. When we moved to Vienna to launch RZIM’s ‘Zacharias Institute for Science, Culture and Faith’ (Zacharias Institut für Wissenschaft, Kultur und Glaube) in September 2013, we knew that the needs and challenges were great. What we did not anticipate was just how eagerly our ministry would be welcomed. Since our arrival, doors have opened extremely quickly, with numerous invitations to speak and engage with university students as well as with leaders in the business world and the church across my native Austria, German-speaking Switzerland and various locations in Germany and beyond.
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A few highlights: In October 2013, over 1,000 people turned out to hear John Lennox‘s lecture ‘Has science buried God?’ at the Technical University in Vienna. The lecture has since received over 14,000 hits on Youtube. I myself was invited to speak at missions in the universities in Vienna, Austria (November and May), Aarhus, Denmark (March), as well Würzburg and Tübingen, Germany (May), affording me great opportunities to ‘help the thinker believe and the believer think.’ The response by the organising students, as well as their guests, was extremely positive – so much so that I have already been invited to return to almost all these universities. Often Christian students can be quite reluctant to risk their reputation by bringing friends to a ‘Christian event’, so it’s great praise to be told afterwards, in the words of one student who attended the Aarhus mission, that the week was ‘way better and more encouraging than I had dared to hope…it has been absolutely amazing.’ In fact, she liked it so much, she will run the mission committee next year! Another highlight was joining our colleague Kosta Milkov* in his native Macedonia to speak to a group of



about 35 hand-picked young leaders, who had been invited by the country’s president to participate in a ten-day leadership summer school held under his auspices. I spoke both on lobbying and on the ‘pursuit of happiness’, pointing them to the deep human longing for joy that C.S. Lewis describes so eloquently. The lecture was received very warmly, including by one of the other lecturers who chose to sit in, who turned out to be HRH Archduke Karl von Habsburg, grandson of Austria’s last emperor! Looking ahead, the doors continue to be wide open with upcoming speaking engagements at universities in Switzerland (Bern, Basel and Zurich), Germany (Frankfurt) and Austria (Vienna), and with business leaders in Vienna and Zurich, invitations to work on evangelism and apologetics training with groups of local churches in Munich (Germany) and Innsbruck (Austria), and to carry out apologetics training in locations across Switzerland, Austria and Germany. We would value your prayers for these upcoming events.



Dr Christian Hofreiter DIRECTOR, RZIM GERMANY, AUSTRIA AND SWITZERLAND RESEARCH FELLOW OF THE OCCA



* Who is now part of the RZIM team (see page 11).



THE OXFORD CENTRE FOR CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS The last year has seen two exciting initiatives spring out of OCCA. These have allowed us to open up fresh opportunities to past students and to involve more people in our growing community. What follows is a ‘snap-shot’ look at these new additions to OCCA ministry life.
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OCCA FELLOWS After spending a year (or two) training our OCCA students in evangelism and apologetics, we long to see them engaging in outreach and discipleship, and serving alongside local churches and ministries in gospel work. There is no homogenous model of what that looks like. Our students have various callings and visions of what ‘ministry’ will be for them. Some students, though, are heading in a direction that makes them a good fit for carrying out that work through our new OCCA Fellows roles. OCCA Fellows remain formally connected to OCCA/RZIM and are given the resources to engage in one or two years of full-time ministry in a strategic part of the world. They also receive mentorship from senior



OOD



MICHAEL SUDERMAN



members of the RZIM team, including Ravi Zacharias. This year, Alycia Wood from Rochester, New York, and Nathan Rittenhouse from West Virginia, travelled to Boston, New England, as our first ever OCCA Fellows. A lot of initiative is required as it’s down to them to structure their time and discern how exactly they are going to make inroads into the city and its culture. Both Fellows have been able to get a lot of time with university students. Alycia’s own educational background (prior to the OCCA) includes a bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice and a master’s degree in Social Justice. Nathan double majored in Physics and Philosophy and Religion, and he also attended Dallas Theological



C ALLO M H



ARK RAD ER



Seminary. In addition to Boston University, they have been able to speak on the campuses of Dartmouth, Harvard, Brown, Plymouth State, and the University of Massachusetts. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology even allowed them to deliver a four-part class during their January term on faith and science, faith and politics, faith and sexuality, and Christian exclusivity. They would describe the students they are engaging with in Boston as falling into one of two broad groups. The first is comprised of students with little Christian background, who are in the exploratory stages of evaluating Christianity. The other group consists of students who have arrived in Boston with some Christian identity, but with a fragile one – they
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are deciding whether they want to continue being Christians. ‘Faith and Doubt’ question and answer nights have drawn in both groups. Perhaps only twenty people attend, but between them they submit over fifty questions – enough to fuel two-anda-half-hour conversations that could easily stretch longer. Sincerely interested, but debateprone, atheists will often stick around for a conversation after an event and will then want to keep that exchange going electronically. Alycia has patiently taken the helm for these digital evangelistic appointments. But while it’s a form of interaction that is characteristically impersonal, a desire to belong and be met by a loving community comes across through these typo-ridden, smartphone-sent messages all the same.



made or plans were developed. These meetings, however, resulted in over seventy events coming to fruition. Now they are settled, the reach they will be able to have in their second year will likely spread. While Alycia and Nathan continue their work in Boston, Callom Harkrader and Michael Suderman, at the time of writing, have just launched the new Fellows base in Washington, D.C. Both began the OCCA programme in 2012, though, as a master’s student, Michael carried on for a second year, while Callom spent the last year combining his passions for evangelism and theatre by becoming a development worker for the Mark Drama group. ‘What an honour it is now to work as an OCCA Fellow,’ Callom writes, ‘The OCCA took my evangelist’s heart and gave



ultimately public opinion. To adapt the words of Vince Vitale, we at OCCA do academia, because we are evangelists. We long to see people know the peace and purpose that can be found in Jesus Christ. And so we are committed to the best-selling books being more favourably disposed to Christian faith when our grandchildren and great grandchildren are perusing the shelves. The task of encouraging and nurturing Christian scholars who engage their fields with integrity is thus a pivotal one for any serious, long-term attempt to communicate Christ with credibility. It’s with this vision that we launched our new Doctoral Fellowships. Now students taking doctoral programmes in or near Oxford can apply to receive financial support, academic



THE OCCA TOOK MY EVANGELIST’S HEART AND GAVE IT A FOCUS, KNOWLEDGE AND DISCIPLINE IT DID NOT HAVE BEFORE. Regular events that foster long-term interaction with seekers and a sense of community are essential, but the Fellows have also been able to put on special meetings in response to topical events happening on campus. Richard Dawkins paid a visit to the University of Conneticut as part of the ‘President’s Distinguished Lecture’ series. Alycia and Nathan were able to meet with Christian students a couple days beforehand, to help them think about how they could use the event as a real conversation opener with their friends. They then returned shortly after the series to present on Dawkins’ worldview and how it compares to Christianity. ‘Watching people get excited about what they believe really encourages me’, Nathan writes; ‘In these moments there is a sense of, “Ah, I’ve always known that was true, but I didn’t know why until now.”’ Having never lived in Boston before, the two Fellows didn’t have a preexistent network of pastors or college ministry workers to connect with. They had to make themselves known before opportunities arose. In the first nine months they attended over fifty meetings where contacts were
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it a focus, knowledge and discipline it did not have before. I thank God frequently for how far he has brought me in a few short years and the OCCA was a massive way in which he chose to do that.’ Do pray for Callom and Michael as they get used to life in the capital. They will similarly need to find people who can open doors for them. Pray for their impact on the city, as they attempt to communicate Christ with emotional sensitivity and intellectual credibility. Pray also for Alycia and Nathan – that they would continue to be given an evangelistic platform in universities, as well as in the realms of business, arts and media.



DOCTORAL FELLOWS Part of the ministry’s aim in being based in Oxford is to be well situated for academic engagement. The popular perception of academia may be that it is irrelevant and disconnected from the broader culture, but, in truth, what is influential in academia eventually filters down into education, the media, popular literature, and



(CALLOM HARKRADER)



mentorship, evangelistic training, and the opportunity to be involved with our wider student community. We look for evangelistically minded doctoral students with a serious faith who are reflective about how their Christianity interacts with the methods and issues present in their chosen field. After a competitive selection process, we welcomed four Doctoral Fellows into OCCA last academic year. Lena Wettach joined us as she began her first year of doctoral research. Anthropology – Lena’s subject – has been regarded as one of the most ‘secular’ disciplines in the academy. In an article entitled ‘Why are there so few Christian anthropologists?’, Dean E. Arnold suggests that the typical commitments of the field



‘I was very aware,’ Lena admits, ‘that it would be a challenge to reconcile many of social anthropology’s views on, for example, the evolution of religion, religious institutions of conversion, prayer and confession, and cultural relativity, with my own faith in Christ, and even more, to make a case for Jesus in this environment.’ With few likeminded peers around to grapple with these issues, one can easily feel discouraged. One of our aims in providing Doctoral Fellowships is to open up a spiritually and intellectually rigorous community, where camaraderie and sensitivity to these sorts of challenges is available. ‘The OCCA community,’ Lena reflects, ‘has enabled me to continue to seek answers for hard questions; I have been inspired by the persistence and honesty with which OCCA staff and students tackle difficult issues, and yet come out worshipping the Lord with their whole hearts.’



Max Baker-Hytch, who joined us in the final year of his thesis writing.



and the gospel alongside it, to an uninitiated culture.



Involving Doctoral Fellows in huddles and other aspects of OCCA life has, in turn, enriched our community and given much to our other OCCA students. Besides the contributions of their own personal wisdom, Doctoral Fellows have expertise in topics that are relevant to the apologetic enterprise. ‘My training in philosophy of religion has been helpfully brought to bear in various conversations on apologetic topics within my huddle,’ Max added. Doctoral Fellows were also able to share their knowledge by lecturing on the topics of their research.



It is a privilege for us at the OCCA to have built relationships with people yearning to follow and share Christ, while they engage in the highest levels of academia. The community we have fostered in Oxford is one of our greatest treasures and it has been a joy to welcome them into it. Richard Park, researching political theology, was convinced at the end of the year that the single most significant blessing he received was the OCCA community; ‘the people, especially, though not exclusively, in our huddle, are what made the year unforgettable.’ Richard is now leaving us, as is Lena, but we have four new Doctoral Fellows joining Max and Troy in the Autumn. Please pray that, as we invest in the Doctoral Fellows through personal friendships and sharing the training resources available at the OCCA, they would continue to serve Christ and shape not only the culture, but every individual they meet.



By being situated in our community and in our ‘huddle’ discipleship groups, where ‘kingdom goals’ are intentionally kept in view, our hope is that Doctoral Fellows will develop in a balanced manner, being attuned to what the gospel reveals as ultimately important. ‘Being a member of a huddle has provided me with a crucial source of discipleship, as I have been continually encouraged by my fellow huddle members to reflect upon the wider purpose for which I am engaging in my doctoral work,’ says



Troy Cudworth’s research focussed on the war passages in the books of Chronicles – passages that lay behind certain objections concerning the character of God. Presenting to students who do not share your level of specialised knowledge can motivate you to keep things clear and relevant. ‘My preparation for the lecture’, Troy acknowledged, ‘forced me to think through the major questions concerning the topic that enter into people’s minds. The students asked really good questions, which not only showed me that they understood what I taught, but also helped me to think through how I might better present the material.’ Opportunities like this, along with OCCA’s regular preaching/publicspeaking classes, provide the means for these aspiring scholars – who have rare and valuable knowledge – to learn how to communicate that knowledge,
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Martin Smith OCCA TUTORS’ ASSISTANT
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(e.g. cultural relativism) and its negative perception of Christian attitudes (towards, say, evolutionary human origins) have created tensions between the aspiring ‘Christian anthropologist’ and the academic culture he or she enters.
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OCCA ALUMNI One of the great success stories of the Scottish referendum was that it got people engaging with political question. Yet, other than the service of church-going politicians, what kind of presence does Christianity have in the corridors of Westminster? One organisation that works closely with those in government is Christians in Parliament, which now employs two OCCA alumni. In the section below, one of them, Mark Harris, describes what it is like doing ministry amongst those running the country. Other alumni are called to different types of service, like Ian and Celina Martin, who work for Betel, an organisation in Birmingham helping addicts, ex-convicts and former prostitutes. On the page to the right, they explain what apologetics looks like in that very different setting.



I am the Senior Parliamentary Officer for the Bible Society (www. biblesociety.org.uk) that employs me to work full time for the Christians in Parliament All-Party Parliamentary Group (CiP) (www.christiansinparliament. org.uk). CiP exists to commend the truth, relevance and goodness of the Christian Faith, to all those who work in the Houses of Parliament.



Apologetics and evangelism: speaker events, chapel services and discussion groups open to all, examining the claims of Christianity. We also host the annual National Parliamentary Prayer Breakfast (www.nationalprayerbreakfast. org), where 700 church leaders, parliamentarians and ambassadors gather in Westminster Hall.



Advocacy: panel discussions and briefings in different policy areas, informed by the Bible and Christian theology, which seek to offer wisdom for our public life.



WE SEEK TO DO THIS IN THREE MAIN WAYS: Pastoring and teaching: Bible study and prayer groups, one-toone meetings and chapel services in the Parliament chapel.
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MARK HARRIS



Beyond the Houses of Parliament, CiP works closely with Christians in
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Politics, whose mission is to encourage and equip Christians throughout the UK to engage in politics. This might be as a local councillor or Member of Parliament or through a more active involvement in the political parties. Our local and national politics needs Christians who will serve as distinctive witnesses to the gospel of Jesus Christ, as well as offering his goodness and wisdom for all of life.



It is a great privilege to serve God in this ministry of pastoring, apologetics and advocacy at the heart of our national political life and it is a great opportunity to commend the gospel and wisdom of Christ here. I am hugely grateful to the OCCA for its example of how to give thoughtful answers for the hope that Christians have, with gentleness and respect. I am also very thankful for the close partnership we have maintained since I began my work here. OCCA faculty members have generously given their time to come and speak at events in parliament on a regular basis and OCCA resource materials have proved extremely valuable in one-to-one work. Please pray that God will continue to protect and bless this exciting work. Thank you! Please visit the CiP website to receive more detailed prayer updates.



Mark Harris (ALUMNUS 2009/10)



For more information about Christians in Parliament see www.christiansinparliament.org.uk



IAN AND CELINA MARTIN



Our time at the OCCA has proven foundational, not only in ministry, but in our personal walks with Jesus and in building life-long friendships that we continue to cherish and invest in. Perhaps the greatest thing we have left OCCA with is a profound confidence that the gospel is extremely robust intellectually, immensely satisfying existentially, and utterly transforming practically in lives and society. Since completing the course we have moved back to our hometown of Birmingham, where we work with Betel UK, a ministry that plants church communities reaching out to the most desperate, substanceaddicted people in society. At Betel, we are involved in leading Bible studies, mentoring, teaching Alphastyle classes introducing Christianity, teaching theology to long-term leaders, preaching and teaching in the church, doing apologetics talks, playing in the worship team and running creative workshops. As this is a



CAN YOU HELP? Although many of our alumni go on to a make a significant impact in their respective countries, a good proportion of them could not have trained at the OCCA without a scholarship that covered some or all of their expenses. Every year a number of applicants are unable to study, because of lack of funds, including gifted evangelists in strategic locations. We are committed to training and equipping the very best students from around the world, irrespective of their ability to pay, so if you are able to help provide for a student by creating or contributing to a bursary fund, then please contact David Lloyd: [email protected].



voluntary position, we earn money by professional dance teaching (Celina), freelance music production and private tutoring (Ian). We are both also continuing our education at graduate level. In all of these areas, we feel that the OCCA has profoundly shaped our perspective on our Christian calling. We do not see ‘ministry’ as one thing and ‘work’ as another, but we recognise that we serve (minister to) others in the love of Christ in every sphere of our activity. Apologetics is not only an academic discipline to be applied in the lecture theatre, but a lifestyle of continually clearing away people’s barriers to faith in Jesus. In this way, we put our OCCA training to work every day. Feeling called to international missions combining apologetics speaking and writing, education, and the arts, we are currently investing in Birmingham and remaining open to God’s leading in future. We would appreciate prayer with regard to wisdom in effectively combining our talents, pursuing opportunities (which ones and when!), and in being an effective witness to our friends, family and city.



Ian and Celina Martin (ALUMNI 2011/2)



For more information about Betel UK, see www.betel.org.uk
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APOLOGETICS BY ATHEISTS: THE 2014 WORLD HUMANIST CONGRESS BY SIMON W ENHA M



This summer, Oxford hosted the ‘2014 World Humanist Congress’, an event attended by around 1,000 ‘activists’ (as they were described by the British Humanist Association). Like many major Christian conferences, it attracted relatively little attention from the media, and yet it is likely that it will have a notable impact on society in the months to come. After all, the whole event was entitled, ‘Freedom of Thought and Expression: Forging a 21st Century Enlightenment’, and much of the congress was about shaping and
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influencing culture. The programme of the conference and the subsequent reporting of it provides a fascinating insight into the humanist movement, its current work and future aspirations. So what, if anything, should Christians make of such an event? The first point to make is that the congress had a far-reaching remit,



as it covered a huge variety of topics, ranging from discussions about political engagement and the treatment of Islam, to addressing sexual ethics and the respective merits of philosophy and science.1 Staged against the backdrop of the on-going violence in the Middle East, it was not surprising that some of the topics took on a much greater



ATTENDEES FROM THE UNIVERSITY WISCONSIN-MADISON’S FREETHOUGHT FESTIVAL MARCH DOWN STATE STREET DURING AN ATHEIST PRIDE PARADE. MARCH 9, 2013



sense of urgency. Indeed, arguably the central ‘take home’ message of the congress was that the need for secularism, on a global scale, was stronger than ever.2 After all, the conference was all about engaging with important ethical issues, which is what Richard Dawkins suggested humanism was all about, i.e. atheism plus the moral application.3 Such a view is inextricably linked with a high view of human dignity, although some atheists, like John Gray, have questioned how well you can justify that from a purely materialistic viewpoint.4 Nevertheless, perhaps the most fascinating thing about the conference was the degree to which it reflected the kinds of concerns that are often explored in Christian contexts (issues relating to social problems, injustice in the world, and the freedom of expression), as well as the types of solution that were advocated – albeit obviously motivated and underpinned by very different ideas. This may not be too surprising, however, as the sociologist Christian Smith has pointed out that the way many people in the west (including atheists) perceive the world has been deeply influenced by the Christian worldview.5 One thing that the conference should



be commended for was the inclusion and recognition (through different awards) of a number of international figures who have worked tirelessly for human rights issues around the world, often in the face of extreme provocation or persecution. Their stories provided an important context and grounding for some of the more theoretical sessions, and, sadly, one included describing the abuses of some pentecostal groups in Nigeria that have accused very young children of witchcraft, sometimes leading to cases of abandonment and even murder.6 One of the reasons for highlighting such issues was to encourage those at the congress to not only be more active in political engagement, but to nail their colours to the mast, so that atheists and humanists would be more prominent in public life. The attendees were also urged to contribute to initiatives like the ‘Freedom of Thought Report’, which seeks to formally record reports of discrimination against atheists, in order to use the information to both publicise and challenge the problem. Although the onus on tackling oppression is one that Christians would support, any shared sentiment should not detract from the underlying rhetoric accompanying



many of the talks at the congress, which was that ‘organised religion’ was one of the main culprits for threatening freedom of expression. As Wole Soyinka put it, in his eloquent acceptance speech for his International Humanist Award, the ‘scrolls of faith’ in many countries were ‘indistinguishable from the rollcall of death’.7 Indeed, one blogger noted that there was a shared sense amongst those present that they were there to learn ‘to better form an effective counterbalance to religion, and to protest the oppression and suffocation of civil liberties that organised religion is responsible for.’8 Part of the justification for not differentiating a great deal between the stances of the respective faith groups is the old New Atheist argument that extremism and intolerance develop out of mainstream religion, and therefore it is all a legitimate target.9 The most obvious problem with this line of argument is that if anyone does anything extreme in the name of atheism, then, by the same token, presumably the whole movement should also be condemned and targeted. Yet there are those within humanist circles who do distinguish between different faiths. Whilst Aryan Hirsi Ali and Richard Dawkins both AUTUMN 2014 | PULSE ISSUE 18
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share the conviction that secularism is the best way of tackling religious extremism, the former commends Christianity as a relatively benign alternative to those who cannot live without the idea of God, whereas the latter describes it as a ‘useful bulwark’.10 There are also a number of ongoing disputes within the humanist movement about both the issues that they should be focusing on and what approaches are best to adopt. Commenting on the conference, one atheist blogger reiterated his criticism of the British Humanist Association for its narrow scientism, and its ‘“mob” of social media commenters’ who seem to have become ‘fixated on the entirely negative anti-religion agenda’.11 There was also a disagreement at the event itself, between notable atheists P. Z. Myers and Richard Dawkins. On his blog, the former criticised the latter for responding to a question at the congress by reiterating his earlier comments (made on Twitter) about rape.12 The differences of opinion from within the movement only help to highlight the enormity of the task, as they see it, of trying to communicate humanist ideals effectively in society today. Raising awareness of a variety of issues was another central theme of the congress, especially given the distractions of the 24/7 news cycle, the promotion of sensationalism, the voices of marginal cranks with a sense of entitlement, and, of course, the ‘undue influence’ given to religions, because of political correctness. As one would expect, a lot of the subjects revolved around understanding and navigating the laws concerning freedom of expression. How can you strike the right balance between upholding the right to criticise (or ridicule) others, for example, and the need to protect citizens from hatred (or influences that might seem to harm the vulnerable)? One interesting area that was also addressed – one that also applies to Christians – was the issue of ‘self-censorship’, i.e. when a public figure remains quiet on a topic that they feel strongly about, simply because they are avoiding unnecessary controversy.
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HOW WELL ARE WE DOING IN ENGAGING WITH THOSE WHO DISAGREE WITH US? One way of shaping culture that was advocated was the creation of more intentional humanist communities. This included not only encouraging the formation of atheist ‘churches’ or ‘chapters’ – which have received quite a lot of press coverage recently13 – but also the training of leaders. Advice was given on running successful campaigns, developing sustainable membership, as well as how to offer services for followers, such as weddings and naming celebrations. This drive to create a better community is a central plank of Alain de Botton’s Religion for Atheists, in which he argues that society has ‘secularised badly’ and that the non-believers should appropriate many of the good practices of religion.14 Yet, it also highlights the incredibly difficult challenge of trying to provide mutual self-support and encouragement, whilst not becoming what it detests most of all: an organised religion! Journalist Andrew Brown was not convinced that they had succeeded in this task, as he noted that the congress felt a bit like an event organised by a Protestant missionary society. In fact, he suggested that humanism almost qualifies as a ‘religion without a church’, as it sacralises humanity, it has unified beliefs and practices, its own universalist aspirations, a ‘lugubrious and sentimental hymn’ (John Lennon’s ‘Imagine’) and it can not



only inspire heroism and self-sacrifice, ‘but also be used to legitimise intolerance – see Sam Harris and his friends.’15 Indeed, the congress even had ‘worship’ in the form of humanist choirs, as well as the promotion of atheist-branded shoes!16 One might also mention Richard Dawkins’ own foundation, which recently came under fire for seemingly creating a cult from its leader by encouraging donations (or one might say ‘tithing’) starting from $85 per month, with the higher contributors gaining superior membership status and more access to the man himself.17 Yet, at the end of the day, it is the ‘doctrine’ that underpins humanism that will determine how effective the movement will be, as it has to compete with other messages in the global marketplace of ideas. The theory behind the practice was arguably where the debate was at its most interesting. There was a discussion on the future of enlightenment thought, for example, which had a Nietzschean feel to it, as it explored what public discourse should look like in a supposedly post-Christian society, where religious and ‘natural’ assumptions are still often relied upon in debate. Perhaps the most tangible result of the congress was the launching of the ‘Oxford Declaration on Freedom of Thought and Expression’.18 Like



the lengthier and more eloquent ‘Global Charter of Conscience’, drafted from a Christian perspective by Os Guinness,19 the intention of the document was to lay out some foundational principles for the flourishing of humankind. At first sight the six articles read like statements that no unreasonable person would disagree with, as they all relate to upholding freedom of expression against the agents that might seek to undermine it. Yet a closer inspection reveals that quite a lot of room has been left open for interpretation. The statement ‘Pressure to conform to ideologies of the state or to doctrines of religion is a tyranny’, for example, could just be a benign maxim denouncing coercion, but the word ‘pressure’ could just as easily be interpreted more strictly, so as to attack religious instruction in school or, of course, the very existence of faith schools. Indeed, at the event itself, Richard Dawkins said that he was in favour of ‘religious instruction’ in school, but he didn’t elaborate as to exactly what he meant, when he added that he was against ‘religious indoctrination’.20 Similarly the statement about having no right not to be offended (aimed at oppressive regimes that use the blasphemy law to silence criticism), leaves it open to interpretation as to where to draw the line, which is precisely why there were a number of legal discussions during the congress. It is difficult to know what to conclude from the conference as a whole. On the one hand, it had a lot within it that Christians would agree with and applaud. It is clear that we need to stand together with those who have the courage to fight injustice and oppression around the world, as well as those who are encouraging



civilised dialogue on the issues that really matter in society. Furthermore, world events show us that we do need to keep things in perspective, as there is a big difference between what some in the church would describe as ‘militant atheism’ and the kinds of violence being perpetrated by extremists in the Middle East. Nevertheless, we need to be very aware that the humanist movement is growing and that it sees Christianity not as a solution, but as part of the problem. We should be under no illusion that there is an on-going culture war being waged and the different sides are mobilising their resources in order to try and win hearts and minds over to their cause, by a variety of means. It is very important, therefore, to notice the rhetoric and language that is being used in the debate and, if need be, to challenge it, such as when different religions are lumped together, as if they’re all the same. After all, atheists are enjoying a degree of success when it comes to popularising some very simplistic ideas, like the notion that religious groups are outdated and against equality and freedom of expression, for example, or that science and religion are against one another. Christians need to be very careful, therefore, not to reinforce these concepts, through bad communication or buying into some of the caricatures or misrepresentations that are often used to attack the church. One helpful aspect of the congress is that it revealed not only what approaches humanists think will be effective in winning people over to their cause, but also the ‘rules of engagement’ – albeit loosely defined – which determine what tactics are acceptable to adopt. It is



important, therefore, that they are held to this standard, especially when it comes to concepts like upholding freedom of expression, i.e. including that of religious believers. If they do try to silence the Christian voice in the public sphere (by legal or other means), then this could be called ‘censorship’ (or being against freedom of expression), as this is precisely the language they use against their opponents. Furthermore, it is also shows where Christians should expect particular opposition (and where communication needs to be handled with particular care), such as when something being advocated could be portrayed as restrictive. Nevertheless, some of these disputes will inevitably end up in court, which is why legal experts will have an important part to play in the debate. Lastly, the congress provides us all with both a personal and a corporate challenge. If such negative stereotypes surround Christianity, what does that say about us? How well are we doing in engaging with those who disagree with us? After all, both atheists and those from other faiths do ‘speak our language’, at least on some levels. We have an incredibly powerful message, but are we conveying what it has to offer others, when it comes to a vision for the improvement of humanity, for example, or the fighting of injustice? Above all, it reiterates both the need for apologetics, and, as Tom Price has reiterated in his article (see page 6), the importance of having authentic and passionate Christians who are able to speak into the culture of the society around them. What part could you play in this vitally important dialogue?



Simon Wenham RESEARCH COORDINATOR
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Reasons for God Have you ever struggled with the big questions? Are you ever baffled by your friends’ or colleagues’ questions? With the help of the Zacharias Trust team, this day will equip you to make the positive and credible case for God in practical ways to the people who matter in your world.



The day includes concise talks on five reasons for God: Design in the Universe - Vince Vitale Thinking about Reason - Tom Price Morality and God - Tanya Walker History and Jesus - Simon Edwards Personal Experience - Amy Orr–Ewing Whatever your background, this is a day for you to be refreshed in your faith or to invite a friend searching for answers.



Book online at www.rzim.eu Location:



St Mary’s Church (Bryanston Square), Wyndham Place, York Street, London, W1H 1PQ



Date & Time: Cost:



Saturday 24th January 2015, 9:30am-5:00pm



£17.50 per person, or £10.00 for unwaged
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